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Single phase Transformer 

3.1 Principle of operation and construction 

A transformer is a static or stationary piece of apparatus by means of which electric power in one 

circuit is transformed into electric power of the same frequency in another circuit. Although transformers 

have no moving parts, they are essential to electromechanical energy conversion. They make it possible to 

increase or decrease the voltage so that power can be transmitted at a voltage level that results in low 

costs, and can be distributed and used safely. In addition, they can provide matching of impedances, and 

regulate the flow of power (real or reactive) in a network. 

 The physical basis of a transformer is mutual induction between two circuits linked by a common 

magnetic field. 

 In its simplest form, it consists of two inductive coils which are electrically separated but 

magnetically linked through a path of low reluctance. The two coils posses high mutual 

inductance. 

 If one coil is connected to a source of alternating voltage, an alternating flux is set up in the 

laminated core, most of which is linked with the other coil in which it produces mutually induced 

emf. 

Constructionally, the transformers are of two general types, distinguished from each other merely 

by the manner in which the primary and secondary coils are placed around the laminated core. 

a) Core type 

b) Shell type 

In the so-called core type transformer, the windings surround a considerable part of the core 

whereas in shell-type transformer, the core surrounds considerable portions of the winding. 
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Fig.3.1 Physical diagram of a transformer 

3.2 Elementary theory of an ideal transformer 

An ideal transformer is one which has no losses i.e. its windings have no ohmic 

resistance, there is no magnetic leakage and hence which has no copper and core losses. An ideal 

transformer consists of two purely inductive coils wound on a loss free core. 

In its simplest form it consist of, two inductive coils which are electrically separated 

but magnetically linked through a path of low reluctance. If one coil (primary) is connected to a source of 

alternating voltage, an alternating flux is set up in the laminated core, most of which is linked with the 

other coil in which it produces mutually-induced e.m.f. according to Faraday's Laws of Electromagnetic 

Induction. If the second coil (secondary circuit) is closed, a current flows in it and so electric energy is 

transferred (entirely magnetically) from the first coil to the second coil. 
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Fig.3.2 Elementary Transformer 

 

Fig.3.3 Vector representation of applied voltage, induced emf flux and magnetizing current of a single 

phase transformer 

3.2 E.M.F. equation 

Let, 1N No. of turns in primary 

2N  No. of turns in secondary 

m Maximum flux in core in webers ABm   

mB Maximum flux density 

A Area 

f Frequency of ac input in Hz  
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The flux increases from its zero value to maximum value m  in one quarter of the cycle i.e. in 

f4/1  second. 

 The average rate of change of flux
m

m f
f




4
4/1

 wb/sec or volts 

Now, rate of change of flux per turn means induced emf in volts. 

Hence, average EMF/turn mf4 volts 

If flux varies sinusoidally, then rms value of induced emf is obtained by multiplying the average 

value with form factor. 

11.1
____

____
_ 

quantityacofvalueaverage

quantityacofvaluerms
factorForm  

Hence, rms value of EMF/turn mm ff  44.4411.1  volts 

Now, r.m.s value of induced e.m.f in the whole of primary winding  

= (induced e.m.f. / turn) x No. of primary winding 

11 44.4 NfE m   -------------------  ( i ) 

Similarly, r.m.s. value of e.m.f. induced in secondary is, 

22 44.4 NfE m -------------------  ( ii )     

Voltage transformation ratio 

K
N

N

E

E


1

2

1

2
 

 This constant K is known as voltage transformation ratio. 

(i) If K>1, then the transformer is called step-up transformer. 

(ii) If K<1, then the transformer is called step-down transformer. 

 

3.3 Transformer with losses but no magnetic leakage 
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 There are two cases, (i) when a transformer is on no load and (ii) when it is loaded. 

 

3.4 Actual and approximate equivalent circuits 

 

Fig. 3.3(a) 

 

Fig. 3.3(b) 
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Fig.3.4 Approximate equivalent circuit of transformer 

3.5 Open and short circuit tests 

 

 

Fig.3.5 Circuit Diagram for No−Load Test 

 

 

Fig.3.6 (a) Equivalent Circuit on No−Load 

 

Fig.3.7 (b) Phasor Diagram on No−Load 
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Fig.3.8 (a) Circuit Diagram for Short−Circuit Test 

 

Fig.3.9 (b) Equivalent Circuit on Short Circuit 

 

Fig.3.10 Equivalent Circuit to determine Regulation 
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(a) Lagging Power Factor 

 

(b) Leading Power Factor 

 

(c) Unity Power Factor 

Fig.3.11 Vector diagram for various load conditions 
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Three Phase Transformer 

In general, for transformation, transmission and utilization of electric energy, it is economical to 

use the three phase system rather than the single phase. For three phase transformation, two arrangements 

are possible. First is to use a bank of three single phase transformer and the second, a single three phase 

transformer with the primary and secondary of each phase wound on three lags of a common core. The 

advantages of a single unit of 3-phase transformer as compared to a bank of three single phase 

transformer are the cost is much less, occupies less floor space for equal rating and weighs less. 

 

Fig.4.1 A conceptual three phase transformer 

 

Fig.4.2 A practical three phase core type three phase transformers 
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4.1 Three phase transformer connections 

A variety of connections are possible on each side of a 3-phase transformer. The three phases 

could be connected in star, delta, open delta or zig-zag star. Each of the three phases could have two 

windings or may have auto connection. Further, certain types of connections require a third winding 

known as tertiary. 

 

Fig.4.3 Clock convention representing vector groups 
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